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Daishin—A Paragon on How to Live 

Shinji
The kokoro that sustained the life of Tomomarusai was wakon.

Presently (today) the world, having become aware of the truths about the spiritual world, seeks the mystery of 
living and entrusting their kokoro (spirit) to Kami.
The spiritual world where knowledge and effort do not hold sway—this is wakon, Kami no Michi.
Shisha Tomomarusai was an existence (person) who achieved profound understanding based on an awareness of 
the truths of this world gained through personal experience.

To the Shinja
Learn the teachings, and be the person who is able to perceive society’s reality and the world at present (today) 
through the principles.
The human being, who perceives a world colored in truths and falsehoods, will know the worth of living by the 
principles of the path.

Seeking the kokoro (spirit) of wakon, entrusting his entire life to Kami in the pursuit of the principles of the path—
he is now Kami (Daishin).

Gain awareness of this path of salvation that was lived and strive to be the human being who lives by the 
teachings.
Courage and confidence is gained naturally along with your emotions to live.
You will experience the mysterious and inexplicable.

The world in the hands of Kami will greatly change as it goes through the strength (unmei) of an era.
The truth as it should be in this world is for the unmei to come together, support, enhance, and harmonize.
Be aware of this one truth and live by the principles of the path.

Summary of the Shinji

At the heart of Tomomarusai Sensei’s kokoro is the spirit of wakon. Wakon is the kokoro that is fostered in the 
natural environment, cultural and spiritual climate of Japan, which holds in esteem the kokoro of harmony above all 
else. It is the kokoro that respects and tries to come together with others and strives for harmony.

The era is presently undergoing a great change. It is shifting from a materialistic to a spiritual world; and many 
people are beginning to realize the importance of the kokoro.

Thus what is important is to entrust our kokoro to Kami. When our kokoro is one with Kami, we find ourselves 
miraculously calm at all times and we are able to harmonize with everything. We live with a sense of security.

Endeavor and experience do not affect the movement of the human kokoro. The spiritual world cannot be moved 
by human strength. Our emotions anchor when we learn the teachings and entrust our kokoro to Shinkon through 
kigan.

Tomomarusai Sensei became aware of the truths and deepened his understanding through life experience before 
becoming Shisha. Thus he always cherished the kokoro.

The natural environment and social climate of Japan fosters this kind of kokoro. For example, people quietly wait 
their turn when they are part of a large group of people in line. If someone is in need of help, they will respond 
immediately. This is the kokoro of wakon.

Therefore, learn the teachings and become the person who is able to perceive correctly the reality and the truths 
and falsehoods in the flood of information that surrounds you. You will begin to understand the importance of living 
a way of life that abides by the principles of life.

Tomomarusai Sensei, who sought the kokoro of harmony and wakon and entrusted everything to Kami, who walked 
the principles of the path to the end, is now Daishin. Learn the path to salvation and make the resolution to live your 
life by the teachings.

As you strive to practice this, your kokoro will gradually gain confidence and courage. When the movement of your 
kokoro that you cannot control is guided by the power of Kami, you will experience the mysterious and inexplicable.

The world is presently beginning to undergo a great change driven by the power of an era’s unmei. We are becoming 
a society where our unmei will come together and be enhanced. Therefore, now that you know this truth strive to live 
a way of life that abides by the path so that you may make the best of your unmei.


